
Andre Heintz 

A native Norman, Andre Heintz was born in Caen and received his formal education there, interrupted only by foreign 
experiences in England and Paris. With the exception of the academic year 1962-63, which he spent on-campus in Kalamazoo as 
visiting professor, he has the distinction of being associated continually with Kalamazoo in Caen since the inaugural 1958 
summer program there. In this position he has been responsible for the housing and personal welfare of some 856 students, has 
been their sometime teacher, counselor and advisor, and has introduced them to the architectural, historical and culinary delights 
of Normandy. 

Attendance at Bristol Grammar School in 1935 marked the beginning for Andre Heintz of a distinguished professional career and 
a lifetime of personal friendships and associations devoted to teaching, presenting and interpreting the language and culture of the 
English-speaking world in France, while simultaneously performing the same function for his own language and culture in the 
United Kingdom, United States and at home in France. Milestones along this path include positions as Professor of English to 
French students and of French to foreign students at the University of Caen, visiting teacher and professor of French in the 
United Kingdom and the United States, and stints as interpreter with the British Liberation Anny, as broadcaster for BBC and as 
lecturer for the British Ministry of Information. He is a member of the Board of Trustees in France for the Experiment in 
International Living and more recently, at a time of supposed retirement, has become actively involved in the Elderhostel program 
in France. 

A second major activity which has shaped Andre Heintz's life and interests was his role in the French Resistance and the 
monumental historical events following the June 1944 invasion of Normandy. A recognized expen in both, he has written and 
lectured widely about them, has served as advisor and guide to numerous visiting delegations and researchers, and more recently 
has played an imponant role in an oral history project for the departmental archives and in the establishment of the splendid 
Memorial Museum in Caen which attracts visitors fro~ all over the world. A tour of the Norman countryside or a visit to the 
famous beaches with Andre Heintz is an unforgettable experience where the past becomes present and history comes alive. 

Kalamazoo College acknowledges with pride the contribution of our overseas representatives such as Andre Heintz, without 
whom the motto "the world is our campus" would ring empty. It is therefore appropriate that we honor one who has a 
distinguished career as a teacher, as a bridge between two peoples, cultures and languages, as a chronicler of events which 
changed the course of history, and who is our esteemed colleague and associate, a devoted, loyal and dear friend of Kalamazoo 
and its students. 

I recommend, therefore, on behalf of the Faculty of Kalamazoo College, that upon Andre Heintz be conferred the honorary 
degree, Doctor of Humane Letters. 


